Kodachrome has dazzled photographers and captured its subjects’
hearts since the Great Depression. National Geographic legend Steve
McCurry takes the fabled slide film on a final assignment
BY JACK CRAGER
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For nearly four decades, photojournalist Steve
McCurry has routinely carried his gear through
security checkpoints while covering important
stories around the world. In June 2010, though,
an order from an airport security guard in
Mumbai, India, made him a bit nervous.
“He said, ‘Take a picture,’” McCurry recalls.
“He wanted me to click the shutter to prove my
camera was real. But it was a 35mm SLR, and I still
had a roll of film loaded in it—normally I would’ve
rewound it already—and I didn’t want to unload it.
It was quite a process to convince him it was a real
camera so I wouldn’t have to waste the shot!”
McCurry had a good reason for wanting to
make every frame count. His Nikon F6 carried the
last roll of Kodachrome ever made. “Actually, it

might have been funny to photograph the security guy,” says McCurry, who used Kodak’s fabled
color transparency film for most of his well-known
National Geographic work. The guard would have
been a fitting subject, given photographers’ longstanding problems flying with film.
McCurry secured the roll, from the final 2009
run on Kodak’s Kodachrome line, through his
connections with the company’s headquarters in
Rochester, New York. “I’ve used Kodachrome for
more than 35 years, and I have a good relationship with Kodak,” he says. “I asked for the last roll
and went to Rochester to pick it up. We brought a
video crew, and they did a whole presentation.” The
National Geographic Society tracked McCurry’s
adventures with the final 36-frame cartridge, the
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Left: Steve McCurry’s shot
of Robert De Niro in the
actor’s screening room in
Tribeca. Above: McCurry
in New York City with a
taxi bearing the license
plate PKR-36, a reference to the pro version of
Kodachrome 64. Below: A
sculpture studio in Mumbai
that produces statues of
important Indian personages and Hindu gods.

Portraits of members of the
Rabari tribe in Rajasthan,
India, a nomadic group
whose way of life has
become threatened by
changes of modern society.

Kodachrome once again when the magazine sent
him back 17 years later to find and photograph the
same woman, Sharbat Gula, all grown up. On this
trip, McCurry sought out members of the Rabari
tribe in Rajasthan, India. “They are nomads whose
lifestyle and means of survival are disappearing
because of the modern world,” he says. “I decided
to shoot portraits of these people because their
way of life is being disrupted.”
Just like that of Kodachrome fans.
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results of which are set to air in a one-hour special
on the National Geographic Channel in late spring.
McCurry began actually shooting the roll in
April 2010 in his adopted hometown of New York
City; continued it in June in the south of India, one
of his favorite places to shoot; and ended the project
in July on the American Great Plains, in Parsons,
Kansas. There, at Dwayne’s Photo—the world’s
final outpost for processing Kodachrome—the roll
was developed after McCurry hand-delivered it.
“I didn’t want to take any chances,” he says.
The photographer took no chances with his
subject matter, either. “I wanted to honor this film
by shooting iconic people and places,” McCurry
says. One such icon was actor Robert De Niro.
“There are a lot of notable New Yorkers, but I’d
say he’s my first choice, because he sums up the
attitude of the city,” he says. McCurry also approached Paul Simon, who immortalized Kodachrome in song, but the musician had scheduling
conflicts. (In hindsight, Simon’s “Kodachrome”
seems prophetic in its refrain: “Mama, don’t take
my Kodachrome away!”) McCurry also photographed legendary New York City locations such
as Grand Central Terminal and Union Square.
Next, McCurry took a six-week trip to Asia.
It was there that he used Kodachrome to capture many of his enduring images, most famously
his haunting 1985 Geographic cover portrait of
the Afghan girl with the piercing gaze. He used

“I WANTED
TO HONOR
THIS FILM BY
SHOOTING
ICONIC PEOPLE
AND PLACES.”
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Above: Entrance to a tea
shop in Dharavi, a slum
outside Mumbai, India.
Opposite: Grand Central
Terminal, New York City.

“KODACHROME
HAD A POETIC
LOOK. IT HAD
WONDERFUL,
VIBRANT
COLORS.”

Rich Yet Realistic
Introduced in 1935 as a 16mm movie film, Kodachrome became available the following year in
35mm, a relatively new format for still photography. Its rich yet realistic palette soon made it
the first truly successful color film for amateur
photographers. And if those photographers weren’t
satisfied with simply projecting the resulting slides,
they could send them to Kodak for Mini-color
prints—the first affordable commercial color printing process. Professional photographers who dared
use color embraced Kodachrome, too, often shooting its large-format versions.
Other slide films, as well as color negative films,
quickly followed Kodachrome. By most accounts,
none could compete with its vividness. Kodachrome’s high quality was partly the result of its
complex processing (which in its final iteration was
designated K-14). Instead of dye-forming agents
being incorporated into its emulsion during manufacture, they were introduced during development.
With this technology, proper results required extreme precision and special machinery, limiting the
number of photo labs that could process the film.
“Kodachrome had a poetic look,” McCurry says.
“It wasn’t cartoonish or garish, but had wonderful, vibrant colors that were true to what you were
shooting. And it offered a nice contrast range.” The
film also possessed uncommon archival stability
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when stored in darkness. “You don’t want 20, 30,
40 years to go by and end up with a blue picture, or
one where the color’s been bleached out,” McCurry
says. “I’ve kept Kodachrome in an attic and had it
hold up for 40 years of heat and cold.”
In the 1980s and ’90s, Kodachrome lost much of
its market share to color transparency and negative films that were simpler to process and offered
much-improved image quality and archival life.
“With Kodachrome, you couldn’t just take it to a
one-hour place—you had to send it off to one of a
few specialized labs,” McCurry points out. The final
blow was photography’s digital revolution. “Then
the demand for Kodachrome really dropped,” he
says. “I think it was an expensive film to produce,
and Kodak couldn’t get enough people to buy it.”
McCurry started shooting digitally around 2003,
and he acknowledges the advantages of the new
technology—in particular the ability to get good re
sults at much higher ISO settings than Kodachrome,
with a top speed of ISO 200, ever delivered. “Now
you can shoot hand-held in much lower light, or
do stop-action photography at high shutter speeds,
and get good results,” McCurry says. “But you have
to back up digital pictures, often repeatedly. If you
keep them on a hard drive and come back in 20
years, will there be a way to read them? Will the
drive be corrupted, or the images deteriorated?”
He adds that returning to his trusty Nikon F6
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SLR to shoot Kodachrome felt like second nature.
“But you keep looking at the back of the camera
expecting to see an image,” he says with a laugh. In
fact, McCurry used his Nikon D3X DSLR to preview his subjects before committing them to film.
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Opposite: A couple in Union
Square, New York City.
This page, top: A woman
reading on a Saturday
afternoon in Washington
Square Park. Above: Street
art on the pavement at Seventh Avenue and Bleecker
Street in Greenwich Village. Right: McCurry’s final
Kodachrome frame, made
at a cemetery in Parsons,
Kansas, home of Dwayne’s
Photo, the last photographic
lab to develop the film.

Kodachrome, 1935–2010
In India, McCurry complemented his portraits of
nomads with more modern-day subjects, such as
Bollywood stars in Mumbai. With about 10 frames
left, he returned home to New York and shot a few
more emblematic scenes before flying to Kansas to
have the roll processed. He exposed his last frame,
fittingly, at a cemetery in Parsons.
While McCurry’s roll was the last Kodachrome
ever produced, the final roll of the film ever processed belonged to the owner of Dwayne’s Photo,
Dwayne Steinle. With his very last frame, Steinle
shot a picture of his staff wearing T-shirts that
read the best slide and movie film in history is
now officially retired. kodachrome. 1935–2010.
(See Parting Shot, page 80.)
McCurry says he plans to donate the last roll of
Kodachrome slides to the George Eastman House
International Museum of Photography and Film
in Rochester. Asked if Kodachrome’s demise makes
him sad, McCurry shrugs. “Not so much sad as
nostalgic,” he answers. “It’s just a reminder that
eventually, everything fades away.” Everything except, perhaps, well-stored Kodachrome slides. AP
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